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FIRST LOGIN 

You are first given the choice of loggin in with:  

1)  acebook: pressing the "Login with Facebook" button. 

2) Subscribe: filling out the registration form, entering your data, e-mail and password. 

 Once you have completed the form you will receive an email with the link to 

 confirm the registration. Click on the link and log in to Archiv.IO with your 

 credentials. 

At the first access you will find the document "Customer Welcome" in the "incoming" section 

sent by the Archiv.IO Staff. This document contains a welcome message, user manual and a 

brief description of Archiv.IO. 

 

LOGIN 

After logging in (traditional or via Facebook) you are on the app homepage with the 

side menu open. 

 

HOMEPAGE with side menu open 

The side menu can be opened at any time by swiping the finger on the screen to the 

right (on the left to make it disappear) or by pressing the symbol of the three lines on 

the upper left corner. Choose one of the sections in the menu to open it. 

 

UPLOAD A DOCUMENT FROM THE PHONE 

On the right side of the homepage you will see two symbols positioned vertically. These 

are the quick keys that allow you to upload a document directly from your device. 

 Pressing the upload button you will be able to choose a document from your 

device folder.  

Only one document can be loaded at a time, up to 4MB! 

 By pressing the camera button you can take a picture with your device and 

upload it. The system will display the preview and ask you to confirm it or 

repeat the shot. 
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RECEIVE THE DOCUMENTS 

Every time an accredited, authorized by you, sends you a document you will receive a notification. Opening the 

notification will automatically open the "Incoming" section of Archiv.IO in which you will see the file. 

 

WHERE DO THE DOCUMENTS LOADED OR RECEIVED GO? IN INCOMING SECTION 

Each document uploaded and each photograph taken ends in the "Incoming" section. As well as all the documents you 

receive from the accredited. Touch a document to open it and preview it. Now you can decide to put it in storage, 

giving the validation. 

 

WHERE DO THE VALIDATED DOCUMENTS GO? 

Once validated, a document ends up in the sections "My archive". 

MY ARCHIVE 
Here you will see all your validated documents. 

To search for a document in your archive you can use the labels. Each document you receive can be associated with 

some keywords that make it easier for you to search. You only have to open the document, tap on the plus button on 

the bottom and tap on “Put Labels”, now you only have to choose the perfect keyword.  

 

TRASH 

In this section you will see all the files for which you have decided to cancel the retention 

process. The canceled documents remain visible for 90 days.  

Pressing on "Recover Document" you can recover the document in the "incoming" 

section so you can start the conservation process again. By pressing, instead, on "empty 

trash" you can delete all the trashed documents.  

If you want to recover a deleted document, please write an email to: 

archivio@qualityandsafety.org requesting the rehabilitation of that document. 


